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About This Game

Planet Niberium turned out to be rich in rare precious crystal. Space Corporation Sigma decided to extract these crystals. The
extraction was carried out by NKX-627 Robot series. However, soon the Corporation Sigma discovered that they were not the

only ones who were interested in the crystals. The invasion of the little-known species of biometal beetles on the planet
Niburium was sudden. Numerous hordes of beetles occupied the bowels of the planet Niberium. As it turned out, beetles were

absorbing almost infinite energy of the crystals, and it gave them a significant power increase and their species’ accelerated
replication. Corporation Sigma was losing crystals robot-miners one after another. It appeared that the reaction of the contact of
a robot with a beetle was an explosion with the destruction of both as a result. Corporation Sigma, as an interested party, using

the currently available technologies, released a new search NKXgr-701 Robot series. This robot could change the gravity of
certain types of matter by breaking the usual physical laws. It was decided to adjust the antigravitator to change the gravity of
the stone masses, under the rubble of which the crystals were lying. Also, beetles could be blocked with stones in an enclosed

space. The Corporation Sigma goal is to collect all the crystals and take them out...
There are 20 levels in the game.
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If you're a fan of the show, you'll probably enjoy the humor present and the exclusive animated cutscenes created for the game.
But the gameplay is sadly mediocre at best. Essentially a side-scrolling beat-em-up with little thought put into its dungeons or
enemies and all story events and quests occur as timed events throughout the day, resulting in an awful lot of waiting around. I
tried to give Chamber of Time a chance, but with so little in the way of substance and rewarding gameplay it just gets tedious
before long; I can't recommend this one in good conscience. Stick to Dragon's Crown or pick up the D&D: Chronicles of
Mystara collection instead if you want the same concept, but a much better execution. Or if you must get CoT, wait until it's at a
very steep discount.. were if the 5-th act?
will Katana be the new weapon?
plz answer, ASAP.
thx. This is not an objectively "bad" game.

The major characters' portraits are drawn with care and individuality; I feel fairly confident to say, for example, not a single
portrait in RPG maker franchise history, present or future would remotely resemble The Hammer.

Some reviews dismisses this title because it is based on social justice agenda; to this I say maybe, but in no way detrimental to
the game. To cite the aforementioned The Hammer example again, she possesses attributes necessary for excellence in warfare,
and the game makes no attempt to portray her as "stunning" or "independent".

The combat is interesting because many stages introduce highly advantageous mechanisms unseen in prior battles, compelling
the player to integrate and adapt.
-----------------------------------------------------------------
And yet, I cannot recommend this title, for reasons below:
1. short: a single play-through isn't very long, as you can tell from play time of all other reviews.

2. no replay value: character statistical development is basically nonexistent (only standardized level ups for rank and file
soldiers), and the plot is linear. barring difficulty toggles, battle conditions will remain identical across playthroughs.

3. massive cliffhanger: compared to a traditional story plot line, this title, presumably the first in a series, ends before the
climax.
------------------------------------------------------------------
lastly, I wish to point out that the participiants in the making of this game number far more than the 3 people, and the Australian
government subsidized it.
. Imagine a puzzle game...
Imagine EVERY PUZZLE GAME!

This is in essence what the puzzle game from "Bob's Game" is!

It's a mash up of all your favorite puzzle games (with some more obscure gems too!)
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(It also includes Tetrid, Bob's self designed puzzle game which is made to make you RAGE)

Every time you get enough points on a puzzle game you Level up and the game changes the current rules!

You could be playing Tetris one minute and Puyo Puyo the next!

Overall as of this review I only had two problems

1. I dislike how you have to manually reset the game every time you die
2. The puzzle league clone bits are INSANELY fast on insane difficulty, too fast to beat (I don't know if this is a holdover from
actual puzzle league, if it is I don't mind if it is kept)

You may be wondering about the kinda wierd title, the truth is that this is a built in puzzle game from bob's other game...
An action RPG called "Bob's Game" (This is the in universe game the other game is about)
That game has been in development hell since the days of the GBA, switching from C with 3rd party GBA and DS libraries to
Java for an MMO and is now being ported back to standard C++

It seems it's time has finally come

"Bob's Game" CANNOT BE STOPPED

Is Yuu ready to PARTY?. Another Good Story / Expansion Pack of Half Life. This game has Good Storyline, Interesting
objects, Many weapons, Cool Creatures, and Challenging. In my opinion The gameplay is Hard even if you play on Easy.. FUN
GAME (7\/10)\\
DIFFICULTY (8,5\/10). I don't do reviews often, but I figured I would chime in on Archimedes.. I just finished it a few mins
ago, and there are a lot of things I like about it and a few things I think could have been done a bit better..

I really like the overall feel of the game, and having actually used Windows since 3.0 in the early 90's I can say this has the
"feel" of Windows 95. Some people have complained about the real world ties like Mediafire, email, youtube, Google Maps
(which I never could get the right coordinates with.. I had to get them from Bing Maps, and PLEASE do not consider that an
endorsement of Bing, as I loathe it as a search engine..) I actually like that you have to go outside the game for resources, but I
think they should all be on a host controlled by the game devs.. The game files will eventually get taken down and someone
might put malicious files for people to find.. This way is far too open to external abuse. Also, the Mediafire site attempted to
force me into dowloading one of the many "PC Optimizer" trojans out there.. That is just really unacceptable.

Overall I really liked the game, but they need to get control of the external resources. I had hoped to go back into the game and
start over and see if there was anything I missed along the way.. I'm sure I'll be able to, but they should make it easy for people
who don't know what to do.

A bit of feedback directly to the game devs.. That "code" or script you enter for the endgame scenario is a bit too "real".. Have
you tested to see what happens if a user runs it on their PC? I haven't tested it myself, but on some older OS, like Windows XP,
it might be damaging.. Also, if you go back to the emails to see if you missed anything, if you read the last one, it resets back to
that point with the IM dialogue and you have to click through it to get back to where you were. To end on a positive, I really like
the concept and enjoyed it.. I'd like to see an expanded, more in-depth game on the same lines.
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Two thumbs down on this one. The UI is nearly impenetreable and there is no tutorial at all. It just throws you in and assumes
you'll be able to figure things out. The diplomacy system makes no sense and 9 times out of 10 you won't even be aware people
are trying to give you "diplomatic missions" until you get the alert that your time is up. The system for setting up trade routes
and supply runs to even out resources in your empire is so convoluted that even after a *long* time trying to figure it out I
simply threw my hands in the air and gave up, usually with over half of my planets completely unable to make anything because
they're missing some critical resource that, no matter how much I try, I can't seem to ship in from other worlds that have excess.

The battles are basically just giant zerg rushes and frequently cause massive drops in FPS because the computer just builds up
huge-massive fleets and sends them all over the place, thanks to there being no unit cap. And a player that isn't aware of the size
scaling issues can very easily set the scale too large only to discover later in the game that when they *thought* they were doing
well it turns out that the computer made a fleet of like 1000 super ships the size of several star systems.

TLDR- The game isn't very fun, it's got a near impossible learning curve, there's no tutorials or explanations for the vast
majority of in game functions and the ship designing does not pause the game, meaning every time you need to upgrade or
change around ships you're wasting time that you *should* have been spending micro-managing your empire. Which,
unfortunately, is required because without constant attention everything just falls apart.

2 big thumbs down. If I could send a message back in time the first thing it would say are the numbers to a winning lottery, and
the second thing it would say is not to waste money on this game.. Kickbeat is a lot of fun, with decent replayability. A nice
tracklist too. A good amount of techno, industrial, and metal.

Using a keyboard, I've 5 starred all songs on normal and most on hard, but once you get into expert mode this game becomes
hard as hell. I also played with a keyboard that did not like when I hit three buttons (arrow keys, specifically. It accepted 3
button input with WASD keys.)

It would have been nice to have a new tracklist for the second character, Mei, rather than just replaying the same exact songs
again.

It's cool, however, to be able to see everything that's actually happening on the screen, unlike rhythm games such as Guitar Hero
or Rock Band, where you are too focused on the song most of the time to be able to pay attention to what's going on in the
background. I found myself getting really into some of the songs because it was fun to watch your character to do kung-fu to
industrial metal.

I have not tried the beatmaker. Didn't really want to make the time. It'd be awesome if Kickbeat went the Audiosurf route and
generated a match by pre-analyzing the selected track for beat, pace, etc.

My only major gripe with the game is when there are a lot of enemies on screen, it is EXTREMELY hard to tell where the they
(mainly the blue dudes) are going to hit you next. The 4 colored buttons became blocked on occasion, and even if for a split
second, it killed my huge combos. They can be turned off under settings, but I don't recommend this on higher difficulties
unless you're confident enough to be able to follow the beat perfectly and you have the reflexes of a cat on meth.

Overall, Kickbeat is a ton of fun, it's eye candy, and it's well worth the $10.. Cult of Wind presents a comical looking and
original gameplay in an over the shoulder shooter.

Heck, it looks great since it has Steamworks for map creation so you can whip up your own temple to the sky god. Sadly, the
delivery is an absolute nose dive. Whereas most multiplayer games would have several dedicated servers running, Cult of Wind
only has one which is empty. Even with it being on sale at $2, I was hoping for some fun only to experience absolute defeat
when I saw there is nobody else playing, not even privately hosted servers. It doesn\u2019t help that the developer has done
nothing since the game left early access back in 2014.

The combination of an inactive player base and a missing in action developer leads me to conclude that this game dead, just like
the airplanes that once flew.. Fantastic game and so immersive. Easy to pickup and play and worth the asking price. Hoping the
devs add more missions in future to keep us coming back for more. Only silly problem I had was not realizing you use your
HMD to aim at options on the menu page. I thought my XBox controller was glitching out on me duh, lol. Love the planet
surface setting and love seeing your thrusters firing underneath you. Really adds to the whole experience. Looking forward to
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seeing what else these great devs have planned. Recommended! AA+. A serious bad game, so bad thats even fun to play with
your friends. I dont know whats up with the players, but they were so horrible at shooting and leughed my♥♥♥♥♥off.
Everything in this game is just bad. I would only recommend this if you want to play it on a LAN or something.. Great bus sim
game.. I was really not a fan of how this game controlled or felt in earlier versions, but I really like how it turned out in the end!
There is just a good, satisfying weight to the character and vehicles when leaning and turning now that was missing before.
Props to the developer for continuing to patch and improve the game.

There's a fair amount of content as well. You can use both standing jet skis and sit down waverunner style crafts. There is a full
career mode if you want, or single races, time trials or trick runs as well as free roam in every map to just mess around or
complete a little collection game. And online multiplayer as well.

The graphics aren't exactly amazing, but they do the job and it also runs at 250fps in Ultra mode for me on a GTX 1070 so I
can't complain too much.. Challening TD... for try-hards / completionists. Dev seems busy rolling out updates to fix bugs (not
game breaking, just against achievements).

As others said, this TD has big improvement scope for features & smooth gameplay (eg. spells cast affect both enemies and our
own towers, doesn't seem right. Also, ion cannons should switch target to kill those pesky missiles, as they're very weak but
hurtful). It could then rival Creepers World 3.

Currently 6/10.
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